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Project Cadenzas: Intercultural and Interdisciplinary Musical Performance Research  

Hsuan Chang Kitano / Indiana University Jacobs School of Music 

 

Abstract  
This paper discusses strategies and methodologies for conducting interdisciplinary and 
intercultural projects as executed through Project Cadenzas, a new program based in research 
and performance and designed to articulate and explore expression and creativity while also 
reflecting traditional culture contexts through musical performance. Topics researched include 
the variance in the tuning system of the Western and Eastern traditions, while analyzed topics 
include the processes involved in interpreting different notation system, developing editions, and 
establishing performance conventions. The research undertaken through Project Cadenzas 
provided interdisciplinary insights and culminated in lectures and recitals whose topics and 
programs explored the relationships between music and mathematics, music and literature, and 
performance on music studies and dance.  
 
KEYWORD: intercultural, interdisciplinary, historical performance, period instrument, 
improvisation, harpsichord, Chinese traditional instrument, Taiwanese aboriginal nose flute, 
cadenza  
 
 
 
Preface 

In 2015, through my capacity as an adjunct faculty member in harpsichord and fortepiano 

at Indiana University’s Jacobs School of Music (IU JSoM), I began communicating with 

universities in Taiwan to establish inter-university relationships based on intercultural projects. I 

sought to expand the partnership between universities that already had a mutual 

acknowledgement at the university level, specifically the National Taiwan University (NTU), 

the Taipei National University of the Arts (TNUA) and Indiana University (IU). Funding for 

projects and partnerships is frequently available in the fields of politics and economics, however, 

resources and financial support for projects pertaining to global musical culture and its 

development continue to be limited. Due to a complicated political situation, IU’s Global 

Gateway Program and the Jacobs School of Music do not recognize Taiwan as an individual 
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country. Moreover, the small number of Taiwanese student enrollment in Jacobs School of 

Music, limits Indiana University’s ability to support inter-university programs with universities 

in Taiwan.  

As a specialist in harpsichord and fortepiano performance who is also familiar with the 

musical traditions of Taiwan, I recognize the future trends of globalization in the field of 

historical performance. In order to encourage modern relevance and prove that cross-cultural 

collaborative performances offer valuable avenues for bridging cultural differences, in 2018, I 

decided to conduct field research myself and develop a series of musical lectures and 

performances in Taiwan. The result of these endeavors was a collaborative performing program, 

which I named Project Cadenzas 

Taiwan’s liberal democracy, commitment to human rights, support of gender equality, 

and freedom of press make it a popular destination for international professionals and artists. 

Most importantly, Taiwan has a rich musical culture that reflects both influences from both 

Eastern traditional and Western classical music. Taiwanese community values cultural difference 

and welcomes creative musical productions, making it an ideal place for hosting Project 

Cadenzas.  

Working under the guidance of the Historical Performance Institute at JSoM, Project 

Cadenzas was supported by the composition department, the harp department, and the ballet 

department at Indiana University. Faculty and departmental chairs responded positively to my 

ideas and provided valuable insight regarding the program details I developed for Project 

Cadenzas. In 2019, I received funding awards from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Taiwan 

(MOFA Fellowship) and The Puffin Foundation West Ltd. to develop Project Cadenzas. 

Additionally, since its inception, Project Cadenzas also has been highly supported by 
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universities, museums, and concert halls in Taiwan. Universities that have collaborated with 

Project Cadenzas include the Graduate Institute of Musicology at National Taiwan University 

(NTU); the Graduate Institute of Ethnomusicology, National Taiwan Normal University 

(NTNU); the Chinese Music Department and the Music Department of Tainan National 

University of the Arts (TNNUA); and the Chimei Museum in Tainan, a private museum that 

owns the world's largest violin instrument collection (see Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Map of universities and organizations that collaborated with Project Cadenzas 

 

 

This paper discusses strategies and methodologies for conducting interdisciplinary and 

intercultural projects as demonstrated through Project Cadenzas. Topics researched include the 

variance in the tuning system of the Western and Eastern traditions, while analyzed topics 

include the processes involved in interpreting different notation system, developing editions, and 
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establishing performance conventions. The research undertaken through Project Cadenzas 

provided interdisciplinary insights and culminated in lectures and recitals whose topics and 

programs explored the relationships between music and mathematics, music and literature, and 

performance on music studies and dance. Lastly, this paper describes the novel collaborative 

performances that involved contemporary dance, rap, and new musical compositions. 

 

Introduction to Project Cadenzas 

Project Cadenzas, which takes its name from the brilliant artistic expression of 

improvisation, is a collaborative program designed to articulate and explore expression, identity, 

and creativity while also reflecting social-cultural contexts through musical performances. As the 

program’s creator and primary director, I designed Project Cadenzas to be a non-profit research 

project with a mission of advancing creativity and diversity, while also valuing tradition cultural 

aspects in the performing arts through collaboration in performance, early music research, 

ethnography and critical theory in historical performance. The inaugural year of this program 

(2019) featured many concerts and lectures, which combined performance styles of different 

traditions and focused on improvisation while also encouraging new musical compositions. 

During the eight-month fellowship, which was awarded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 

Taiwan, Project Cadenzas brought together the richness of Baroque musical performance with 

authentic and traditional cultural expressions of Taiwan in a new way. Project Cadenzas featured 

many concerts and lectures that addressed Baroque performance practices on harpsichord and 

traditional improvisation while also including performances that used combinations of aboriginal 

Taiwanese Instruments, traditional Chinese Instruments, and Classical Chinese instruments. 
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This paper details the development of Project Cadenzas and is divided into four 

chronological parts. Part one describes my observations on Taiwanese attitudes concerning 

historical performance and my initial steps for making connections with musicians and 

professionals. Part two includes analyses of aboriginal Taiwanese and traditional Chinese music, 

pedagogical approaches to improvisation on Eastern and Western musical instruments, 

discussions on the difference of musical traditions, and a practical approach for aesthetic 

expression of cross-cultural performances. Part three explains how my research relates to 

interdisciplinary performance, and I demonstrate how this research promotes both modern 

relevance and entrepreneurship while also relating to future trends in historical performance in 

Taiwan. The fourth and final section summarizes the performance reception as represented in the 

press and addresses potential research development of Project Cadenzas. 

 

Part One: Making Connections with Historical Performance in Taiwan 

My first goal was to foster cross-cultural dialogues by identifying potential collaborators, 

finding connections relevant to cultural activities, and searching for future resources to 

efficiently conduct my research. These initial steps were taken through electronic communication 

prior to my departure from the US. I contacted the Taiwan Early Music Society to organize 

lecture-recitals in a salon format where the exchanging of ideas would be welcome. I also 

collaborated with universities to present workshops and seminars that would allow me to share 

my expertise and introduce my research. As a result, during the first three months in Taiwan, I 

was able to perform two harpsichord solo recitals (see Figure 2); perform Bach Brandenburg 

Concertos No. 2 and No. 4 at the National Concert Hall of Taiwan in collaboration with the 

Taipei Music Academy & Festival (see Figure 3) and conduct lectures drawn from my 
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dissertation, “Improvisation in Mozart's keyboard music: a performer's approach to his Eingänge 

and cadenzas” (see Figure 4). I also was able to give more than twenty hours of lectures and 

masterclasses on Baroque and Classical Performance Practice (topics included ornamentation, 

interpretation, figured bass, and improvisation) at the Music Department of Tainan National 

University of the Arts (TNNUA) in Tainan city. Seats were sold out for the performances 

mentioned above (except lectures) and audience responded enthusiastically.1 Through intense 

musical activities in the first months, opportunities and alliances was successfully established by 

sharing my experiences and practices of historical performance with the music society in 

Taiwan.   

 

Figure 2. Solo recital at Dadong Arts Center in Kaohsiung 

 

 

 
1 Of the more than 250 audience members in attendance for two performances, 50 responded to an audience survey 
and expressed great enthusiasm. Furthermore, writer and music critic, Yu-Ting Wu describes one of these 
performances, which was fully packed with two hundred audience members, in the following blog post: Yu-Ting 
Wu, “張璿：走在巴洛克的紛繁裡,” 活樂時光, March 31, 2020,  
https://timeofhystudio.blogspot.com/2020/03/blog-post_99.html?fbclid=IwAR1IwJi7rFvHtLSvGfWvi-Vo-
fYEdE9ERpy4pKJBeESMlMpnqMqVet_i0DY 
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Figure 3. Performance, Bach Brandenburg Concerto no. 2 and no. 4, Taipei Music Academy & 
Festival, National Concert Hall of Taiwan 
 

 

 

Figure 4. Presentation, “Improvisation of Mozart’s Keyboard Music” at the Taipei National 
University of the Arts and Musicology Conference of Taiwan 
 

 

 

Taiwanese Attitudes Concerning Historical Performance and Early Music 

During the initial research and planning period, a significant issue emerged: the 

availability of performance-ready period instruments. Once I arrived in Taiwan, I spent more 

than eighty hours tuning and preparing historical keyboard instruments at universities and private 

organizations so they could be used for teaching and performing. There are approximately forty 
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historical keyboard instruments that reside currently in Taiwan, ranging among the Italian single 

manual, French double manual, English spinet, virginal, and fortepianos. Despite the existence of 

these instruments, there are no professionally trained maintenance technicians who can work on 

these instruments. Likewise, institutions lack budgets for inviting internationally known builders 

and technicians to handle repairs and maintenance. Consequently, the need for even basic tuning 

is hardly fulfilled.  

According to my observations, this situation may be a result of the low priority and value 

given to historical performance of Western music within the higher education. Within Taiwan, 

the term “early music” is widely understood as “early classical music.” In the United States, 

early music refers to music from the Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque periods. Performers 

often play these repertoires on period instruments. (Indeed, the practice of creating historically 

informed performances on specific instruments extends beyond “early music” to Classic and 

Romantic repertoire.)2 In the United States, classes are offered at music conservatories on 

Baroque and Classical performance practices, and students use appropriate period instruments or 

modern instruments. In Taiwan, only couple of these classes are offered at the university level. 

The most understood repertoire for early music—or even early Classical music—is the music by 

J. S. Bach.  

A recent concert by a popular orchestra, the Philharmonia Moments Musicaux, 

exemplifies the standard practices in Taiwan. The ensemble performed a series of concerts as 

part of their Haydn Project and used modern violins while playing at a concert pitch of A415.3 

 
2 A description and definition of using these terms can be viewed at the website of Historical Performance Institute 
at Indiana Jacobs School of Music; “Why Historical Performance Institute?” by Dana Marsh, posted 2014. 
https://music.indiana.edu/departments/academic/early-music/new-name.shtml  
3 A pitch refers to the audio frequency using hertz on the note A above middle C. Compare to the A440 pitch, which 
is commonly used in modern time, A415 is a half-step lower than A440. In Taiwan, concerts are often performed at 
A442.  
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At the beginning of the concert, the host announced that the performance would be “faster than 

what we are used to” and that “the decision of the tempo [was] based on Baroque 

interpretation.”4  Members of the audience with awareness of historical performance practice 

would have known from the introduction alone that the interpretation would be problematic. To 

begin, the application of Baroque practices to the music of Haydn, a composer who largely 

defined the Classical era, is anachronistic. Violins and violin bows differ in shape and capability 

between the Baroque and Classical periods, not to mention the significant differences between 

those instruments and modern versions. Likewise, tempo decisions should be based on the nature 

of period instruments through a thorough study of interpretation. The following performance 

itself was, in my opinion, so fast that the performers were not able to master the violin at the set 

pitch of A415. Moreover, articulations such as two-note slurs were not recognized, and 

ornaments were not played in the appropriate style of starting from upper dissonant notes and 

resolving to the main consonant notes.  

A lack of appropriate performance knowledge may also be due to the surprising fact that 

that only couple harpsichord and basso continuo classes are offered by universities occasionally. 

These classes are either taught by recorder or piano professors who took early music as part of 

their degree study but who are not specialists in string technique or historical keyboard treatises. 

These reasons suggest that the early music education is not valued in Taiwan. 

A variety of financial, cultural, and political factors also affect Taiwanese attitudes 

concerning early music performance. Most students who want to pursue early music choose 

schools in Europe over those in the United States due to the cost of tuition and scholarship 

 
4“這次的音樂會，我們遵照巴洛克時期的演奏風格。因此，演奏的速度，會比一般普遍聽到的快。” 
Concert announcement at National Taiwan University, September 2019.  
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offers.5 Additionally, as a culture, the Taiwanese generally view early music performance as a 

European tradition. In fact, the Taiwan Early Music Society and Formosa Baroque, organizations 

that perform early music, were both founded by the same musician, a Baroque flute musician 

who married into a French family associated with early music. Despite receiving funding from 

the National Culture and Arts Foundation of Taiwan for supporting local musicians and 

developments, there are only five out of twenty-five musicians in are Taiwanese.6 These 

Taiwanese are not frequently featured on their concerts. These organizations show “European” 

music in an authentic manner and project a feeling of superiority with respect to early music over 

Asian and American attempts to reproduce the authenticity. In fact, in a couple of their concerts 

for which I gave several talks between 2014–2016, musicians refused to play entire works on the 

stage and instead performed one movement for unprofessional reasons.7 The director also did not 

care to provide correct information on the music they performed, omitting details about work 

numbers and movement, having assumed the audience would not care. Although they believe in 

their leading role on promoting high-class early music performances in Taiwan, these attitudes 

and assumptions cause long-term challenges for creating collaborations among early music 

performers in Taiwan. 

 
5 Tuition costs in Europe are generally less than those in the United States. A comparison of two of the universities 
considered by Taiwanese students for the study of early music, the Royal Conservatory in The Hague and the Jacobs 
School of Music at Indiana University, reveal significant differences in tuition costs. According to the tuition 
guideline for international students (not including other variables scholarship, program fees, and other living 
expenses), the cost for students pursuing a master’s degree in early music at The Royal Conservatory in The Hague 
is around $8,269 US dollars per year. Meanwhile, the estimate for a similar degree at Indian University is $18,557, 
which is more than twice the cost. Information on detailed tuition cost can be found at each school’s website. On top 
of the concern for tuition, the difficulty of getting scholarship and sustain an early music career is one of the 
deciding factors. See Nick Wilson (2014) for further discussion. 
6 Information on the number and ratio of musicians in Formosa Baroque and the musicians featured in each 
performance is available on their website. https://www.formosabaroque.com/musicains  
7 For example, in a concert featuring the Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 903 by J. S. Bach, at 
Tainan University of Technology in 2016, the soloist played only the Fantasia and did not want to play the Fugue 
movement in order to leave early and eat the fresh Xiaolongbao, a Taiwanese food. 
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In summary, three clear problems exist for musicians concerning early historical music in 

Taiwan. First, there is great difficulty in accessing period keyboard instruments that are in 

playable condition. Secondly, funding for studying and performing early music is competitive, 

and within Taiwan there are cultural assumptions about authenticity. Lastly, there remains a lack 

of understanding of and appreciation for early music and historical performance in the higher 

education system within Taiwan.  

Despite the situations mentioned above, Baroque music is widely welcomed in a variety 

of forms. For example, recently there were photography exhibitions on Baroque style portraits 

that were combined with Baroque music performances by Martin Chiang and hosted by the NTU 

Center for the Arts8 (see Figure 5) as well as Baroque dance and music performances by The 

Glæm Ensemble of Taiwan. Ensembles and organizations such as Baroque Camerata and The 

Essential Sound Baroque Ensemble devote themselves to promoting Baroque music by inviting 

musicians worldwide, hosting masterclasses, and performing locally on a regular basis.9 The 

National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts, also known as Weiwuying, supports historical 

performances by providing venues and hosting a Baroque program every season.10  The 

Baroque-fashion, a term I use as a description of the Baroque phenomenon in Taiwan, is 

currently flourishing and combines a variety of visual and performing arts. 

 

 

 

 
8 The NTU Center for the Arts is a beautiful historical church that was built between (1949–1979) while U.S. 
military and Formosa (Taiwan) fought together against the attacks from mainland China.   
9 See: “Introduction of Baroque Camerata” at http://en.baroque-camerata.org/introduce  
10 The National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (Weiwuying) is famous for having the largest Cultural Center house 
in Asia, and for having in its performing hallthe largest Klais organ in the world. Information can be found at 
https://www.npac-weiwuying.org/venues/Concert%20Hall?lang=en 
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Figure 5. Baroque-style portrait at NTU Center for the Art, photo by Martin Chiang11 

 

 

 

Part Two: Intercultural Research and Interdisciplinary Collaboration 

The music of Taiwan reflects its cultural diversity. The second stage of Project Cadenzas 

focused on field research on cross-culture topics, including discussion, analysis, and rehearsals 

of differing musical styles. Taiwan has undergone several economic, social, and political 

changes through history. Between 1500–1720, the Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese (Ming 

Dynasty), Spanish and Dutch (1624–1662) all left cultural remains in this land, including mixed 

folk culture and distinct artistic identity of indigenous tribes. As such, there is a plurality of 

music in Taiwan, and this plurality, as well as the content of these genres and styles, reflects the 

diverse nature of Taiwan’s political and cultural history. 

One of the goals of Project Cadenzas was to create fusion projects that bridged divides in 

different musical genres, namely traditional folk and classical. I wanted to create hybrid 

 
11 The author is featured in the upper left corner. 
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ensembles that featured both the harpsichord and a variety of Eastern period instruments 

available in Taiwan. To facilitate musical expression and communicate with my performing 

partners, I realized that it is essential to be familiar with the participating musicians and their 

instruments. Specifically, I needed to be conversant in aspects of register, key, tuning, volume, 

harmonic systems, and ornamentation. During my research, I have recognized three genres of 

instruments according to the historical background, tone color, and musical expression—the 

aboriginal Taiwanese instrument, Chinese period instrument, and Chinese Classical 

instruments.12  

The schema I use for these three categories is drawn from a dissertation by 

ethnomusicologist Dr. Jen-hao Cheng, that builds upon work by ethnomusicologists Henry 

Johnson and Margaret Kartomi and focuses on cultural semantics. According to anthropologist 

Henry Johnson, organology should be determined by an instrument’s function; Johnson explains 

that “the identification…may include its performance environment, [and] show the function of 

the instrument in specific situations” (Johnson 1995:258). He continues to say that “musical 

instruments are not only part of music culture; they are very much part of a wider context where 

they can contribute directly to cultural analysis” (ibid.:267). Dr. Jen-hao Cheng’s categories of 

traditional music in Taiwan follow Johnson’s theory and are divided into four genres: “Guo yue 

(national music), Gu dian yin yue (classical music), Chuan tong min yao (traditional folksong), 

and Chuan tong xi ju (traditional opera).”13 In this discussion, I borrow the first two definitions 

described by Dr. Cheng, the national music and the classical music, to explain my categories for 

Project Cadenzas.  

 
12 The translation for these three categories in Chinese language are: 台灣原住民樂器, 中國傳統樂器, 以及國樂器 
13 I developed my categorization based on the dichotomy by Jen-Hao Cheng, in which he divides music genres 
between tradition and modernity of Taiwan (2014:115). The translations for national music, classical music,  
traditional folksong, and traditional opera in Chinese language are: 國樂, 古代音樂, 傳統民樂, 傳統戲劇. 
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According Dr. Cheng, the definition of national music (Guoyue) refers to the political 

influence of bringing Chinese traditions to a new standard of excellence in the mid-twentieth 

century in China, particularly the 1940s. During this time, many ensembles were created to 

promote a revival of Han Chinese traditions and the court music of Confucius; these ensembles 

were modeled on Western symphony orchestras and included large numbers of traditional 

Chinese instruments. However, a decade later, national music began to absorb local and foreign 

influences and transmitted them across national boundaries. The original purpose of promoting 

cultural imperialism has been changed due to an increasingly globalized economy and mass 

media. Thus, the term “national music,” is politically and socially inapplicable in Taiwan.  

The term classical music refers to “music written between 1750–1820” (World 

Encyclopedia 2014).14 It also refers to “musical traditions with similar histories and complexity 

in other cultures…and the many styles of music stemming from the Chinese imperial court.” 

(Owens 2008). In Dr. Cheng’s second categorization, Gu dian yin yue (classical music), he 

includes many period instruments that did not fall into the first category. The idea of performing 

music for large audiences in concert halls by virtuoso musicians—individuals trained to be 

professional musicians—conflicted with traditional ideas. Traditionally, music was not seen as 

its own field or as a career; rather, the individuals who performed qin zither and Confucian ritual 

music were learned individuals who were devoted amateurs, and musical performance was one 

part of their overall educational expectation. However, Dr. Cheng’s translation for classical 

music, is different from the original Chinese phrase, Gu dian yin yue, which literally means 

ancient music. Should I use the word ancient, or another word, “tradition,” for music that was 

 
14 According to the World Encyclopedia, classical music means: music written between 1750–1820, and whose style 
is characterized by emotional restraint, the dominance of homophonic melodies, and clear structures and forms 
underlying the music…forms such as concerto, sonata, symphony and string quartet, and the piano replace the 
harpsichord as the most popular keyboard instrument. 
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developed and composed hundreds of years ago? The scope of ancient music is admittedly 

limited, as it refers to music having been in existence for a very long time or from a very distant 

past and no longer in existence; the term traditional music, on the other hand, has a broader 

definition. As ethnomusicologist Rachel Harris explains in the Berkshire Encyclopedia of China:  

Chinese traditional music, from folk songs to opera and from region to region, is based 
on ancient qupai, stock melodies performed on traditional instruments. Although some 
genres, such as the music performed in imperial courts, were lost during the social 
upheavals of the twentieth century, much of traditional music remains alive today, either 
performed traditionally or combined with Western instrumentation (Harris 2009:1531–
1533). 
 

Although traditional music provides a broader meaning to the original words, Gu dian yin yue, 

still, it describes a specific repertory in the past generation. However, another term, “period 

instrument” as defined by anthropologist Jeremy Montagu, provides a new meaning while 

retaining pertinent elements of ancient music or traditional music. Montagu explains that: 

The term usually implies modern copies or reconstructions of instruments rather than 
original ones. ‘Period orchestras’ attempt to recreate historic instrumentation and 
comprise period instruments exclusively; however, modern composers have written for 
period instruments and ensembles. The term is preferable to ‘authentic instruments’, a 
claim hard to prove, or ‘historical instruments’, which lacks the sense of being 
appropriate to a particular era. (Oxford Companion, 2011.) 
 

While helpful, this definition was not complete for my needs. Understanding the peculiarities of 

various cultures, ethnomusicologist Margaret Kartomi suggests the use of “culture-emerging and 

observer-imposed classifications…especially for those societies whose tradition have been 

perpetuated largely by oral transmission…and by literary means,” (Kartomi 2001:283–314). 

Thus, I created my own categorization for music genre during my research in Taiwan. As shown 

in Table 1, I use the term Chinese Classical music for Guo yue, a label which refers to both 

music influenced by Western orchestras and many traditional Chinese styles. Instruments playing 
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Gu dian yin yue (traditional music) use original tone color, share ancient symbolism of nature 

and poetry, and have not been westernized and modernized for orchestra; I have labeled those as 

Chinese period instruments. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of classifications of music and musical instrument in Taiwan 

Chinese 
Term 

 translation definition 

Guo yue Dr. Cheng National music  
 

Constructed and founded by the government of 
the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT), the term 
means the representative music of China or the 
Chinese nation.  

Hsuan 
Chang 
Kitano 

Chinese Classical 
music 

Concert hall genre first taught in the 
conservatories in China in the mid-twentieth, 
following the step of Western classical music 
tradition 

Gu dian 
yin yue 

Dr. Cheng Chinese Classical 
music 

The many styles of music stemming from the 
Chinese imperial court 

Hsuan 
Chang 
Kitano 

Chinese 
traditional music, 
performed by 
period instrument 

Traditional music played by period instruments 
which were not Westernized and modernized. 

 

Collaboration Between Harpsichord and the Aboriginal Taiwanese Instrument, the Nose Flute 

The first instrument used in a Project Cadenzas collaboration was the aboriginal 

Taiwanese nose flute. The nose flute is a twin-pipe flute made of bamboo from the Paiwan 

indigenous tribe. Using a nasal air stream, One pipe plays a long sustaining note through a hole 

while another pipe utilizes eight finger holes for different pitches.15 This particular twin-pipe 

nose flute played by Hsian-Feng Lin (shown in Figure 6) is a modified Paiwan model designed 

 
15 The particular bamboo that the nose flute uses is bambusa dolichomerithalla. It is an endemic species of Taiwan. 
For more details on the materials, customs, and music associated with the nose flute, see: Jen-hao Cheng, “Changing 
Tendency of Western Music Tradition in Taiwan”, 563. 
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by Mr. Lin’s father, Lin Guzhen, a Taiwanese flute maker.16 The eight finger holes designed by 

Lin allows for a wider register and effectively increases the use of semitones while also making a 

wider variety of dynamics possible. The volumes produced by it and the harpsicord are rather 

similar.  

 

Figure 6. Nose flute made by Hsian-Feng Lin and his father 

 

 

The majority of Paiwan people live around the east-west chain of the Central Mountain 

Range. Their music reflects etiquette, ceremonies, work, and social life around the woods. The 

aboriginal people used to play the nose flute in two occasions. First, Paiwan people believed that 

men should not cry. The mellow tone color of the nose flute easily produces a whining sound; 

 
16 The traditional nose flute has four finger holes. In recent years, Paiwan musicians started making it with six finger 
holes (See: Jen-hao Cheng, “Changing Tendency”, Table 6.8.4.1, 570). This nose flute made, in pitch A442, by 
Lin’s family has eight finger holes for playing a wider range of scales. Guzhen Lin is an influential family in 
Chinese music society and is a cultural critic in Taiwan. 
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therefore, playing the nose flute was an appropriate way for men to express their feelings of 

sadness.  For the second occasion, the music of the nose flute was related to the nobility, and 

playing it was a privilege for them and the Paiwan warrior. It was customarily played at a 

wedding to praise the nobility of the princess.17 The tempo of the music played on the nose flute 

is unfixed and has a close relationship with the text. Musical lyrics are mostly improvised and 

ornamented based on the form of melody. Topics are mostly related to love and reflect an elegant 

and humble attitude—hypocritical expression is not welcome. Both the monophonic and the 

polyphonic singing style are utilized. Music of the twin-pipe nose flute is associated with a 

polyphonic singing style in which an ostinato bass consistently appears with an expressive, 

ornamented melody. Additionally, the use of overtone sliding is one of the most expressive 

techniques in ornamentation, and it is often applied between scales.  

Figure 7 shows the scale for Mr. Lin’s eight fingering holes and the harmonic series on 

another pipe. There is a use of microtones on the third and the sixth note (as indicated by a 

numbering system) that is unique to the nose flute. Elements that a harpsichord cannot 

reproduce—including the sliding overtone, the effects and polyphonic melody produced by a 

sounding harmonic series, which were applied over an ostinato bass—create an attractive 

combination of tone colors when combined with the harpsichord. The correspondence between 

the ostinato bass played by the nose flute’s harmonic series and the chromatic bass patterns using 

the nose flute scale on harpsichord created an unexpectedly pleasant harmonious atmosphere 

while reflecting the sacred sorrow and noble music tradition. 

 

 
17 My description of Paiwan music is adapted and translated from information Encyclopedia of Taiwan, Ministry of 
Cultural, Taiwan http://nrch.culture.tw/twpedia.aspx?id=21270  
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Figure 7. Fingering holes and harmonic series on Mr. Lin’s nose flute18 

 

 

 

The collaboration of harpsichord and nose flute was more successful than expected. As 

one of the leading contemporary improvisers in Taiwan, Mr. Lin demonstrated improvisation of 

aboriginal cultural music and joined this music tastefully with the harpsichord. He also utilized 

perfect intervals and parallel sixths for expressing landscape effects during our arranged 

improvisation work, The Woods.19 The opening of this piece, an expressive slow movement, 

starts with the nose flute, and the harpsichord then enters as sunlight through a cloudy sky and 

becomes a sign of good fortune at the noble ceremony. The plucking sound of the harpsichord 

and the mellow tone color of the nose flute creates a balanced and elegant performance.  

 

 
18 Illustration made by author. 
19 The musical recording, The Woods, is available online: Hsuan Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, an intercultural 
journey, 2020. YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/a5liKgZTqR0. 
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Collaboration Between Harpsichord and Chinese Period Instrument, the Guqin 

The second type of collaboration featured in Project Cadenzas was between the 

harpsichord and the traditional Chinese instrument, the guqin.20 This is a historical Chinese 

instrument that was developed before the Industrial Revolution and has not since been modified 

for volume and a wider register. This instrument was not used in the aforementioned Chinese 

Orchestras of the mid-twentieth century. The guqin can be traced back to 205 B.C. and appears 

in the earliest writing of the classical poetry collection, the Shih-ching.21 Information about  

the early guqin and its performers comes from surviving paintings and poetry from between 476 

B.C.–202 B.C. The guqin instrument was fully developed as a seven-string zither in the late Han 

dynasty in China around 220 A.D. The collaborative piece performed by me and Mr. Lin as part 

of Project Cadenzas, The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) for Guqin and Harpsichord, was adapted 

from music for guqin that was handed down anonymously and whose story and poetry was 

written during this early period of history.22   

The poetry of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) was composed by a female poet and 

musician, Wenji (also known as Cai Yan, 162–229). Wenji grew up in a noble family and spent 

her early life surrounded by artists. She was later captured when the nomadic tribe known as the 

Xiongnu attacked. When Chancellor Cao Cao, a good friend of Wenji’s father, held political 

 
20 In his article, China: The Guqin Zither, Dutch ethnomusicologist, Frank Kouwenhoven defines guqin in both 
native instrument and traditional instrument. Although recent years, guqin is one the most famous Chinese zithers 
surviving from antiquity, it went through a desolate period around 1949–1980. Guqin cultural values literati spirit, 
which humbly taken themselves as sophisticated amateurs. Music is one of the guqin ideology on self-cultivation, 
including painting, poetry, and nature ritual; the idea of becoming a stage virtuosic musician did not appeal to guqin 
culture. It did not fit into the trend of Westernized symphony orchestra (Kouwenhoven 2015:104–25). 
21 The word Guqin, can be translated separately into two words; gu means ancient and qin refers to an instrument, 
often with strings. The history of the guqin is discussed by qin specialist, Tong Kin-Woon’s article (Tong 1984:68–
82). 
22 The musical recording, The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) for Guqin and Harpsichord, is available online: Hsuan 
Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, an intercultural journey, 2020. YouTube Music. 
https://youtu.be/ymGbMHuHA74. 
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power in the final years of the Eastern Han Dynasty, he paid a heavy ransom to bring her back to 

her birth home. The poetry of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) is a self-narrative journey written by 

Wenji and details the heartbreaking moment when she was separated from her two children who 

were born during her twelve years as a captive.  

This poetry and story are also illustrated in the art album of “Wenji's Return to Han 

Dynasty,” which was handed down by Li Tang (ca 1070–after 1150) after almost one thousand 

years later in the Southern Song Dynasty. The entire album contains eighteen sets of poetry and 

paintings. Figure 8 shows the thirteenth painting in the album, which depicts the farewell 

moment when Wenji departed from Xiongnu to Han.23 In this moment, the two young children 

cried out loud, holding Wenji's clothes tightly, while her husband wiped tears reluctantly, and 

servants sighed. The image vividly depicts the sadness of family separation and the dilemma 

Wenji faces in returning to her original country and the separation with her beloved family.  

The piece The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) for Guqin, was introduced to me by Shih-Chia 

Lin, a guqin musician, composer, and musicologist working on his Ph.D. degree at the National 

Taiwan University. Faculty at the Graduate Institute of Musicology of NTU recommended him 

to me for the purpose of conducting intercultural research. Mr. Lin’s research background and 

meticulous study of guqin provided our joint effort with an extensively rigorous aspect.24  

 

 

 
23 Digital download from the National Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan 
https://www.npm.gov.tw/exh100/oversize10007/ch_work_01.html  
24 The program note by Shih-Chia Lin can be found at Mr. Lin’s Facebook blog. See: Shih- Chia Lin, “大胡笳華彩
樂曲解說,”, October, 23, 2019.  https://www.facebook.com/notes/lin-shih-chia/大胡笳華彩樂曲解說
20191023/1594376640701868/  
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Figure 8. “Lady Wenji's Return to China,” Li Tang, Song Dynasty, album leaf, ink and colors on 
silk, 51.1 x 31.6 cm, National Palace Museum 
 

 

 

Both the harpsichord and guqin are categorized as plucked instruments; however, they 

are distinct in their mechanisms and required technique. In short, the harpsichord produces sound 

by plucking the metal strings through a plectrum made of plastic or bird quill, which is attached 
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to the keyboard mechanism. The guqin, on the other hand, produces sound when fingers make 

direct contact with the strings. Although while playing the harpsichord, one’s fingers do not have 

direct contact with the strings, touch is an important topic and art in performing. For example, in 

his Essay on The True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, German composer and musician 

Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach (1714–1788) indicates that: 

The subject matter of performance is the loudness and softness of tones, touch, the 
snap, legato and staccato execution, the vibrato, arpeggiation, the holding of 
tones, the retard and accelerando. Lack of these elements or inept use of them 
makes a poor performance. (Bach 1787:148)25   
 

Compared to harpsichord technique, there is an abundance of touch commonly used for 

the guqin, which is indicated by fingering. The fingering technique of guqin includes inward 

fingering that plucks the string to the palm and outward fingering that moves to the emblem side. 

Examples of fingering that are related to touch involving the right-hand are those of tearing, 

dragging, rubbing, arousing, hooking, scraping, hitting, and picking. The most important 

function of the left hand is intoning. For example, fingering for intoning includes pressing, 

pushing, floating, crawling, bumping, and walking...etc.26 C.P.E. Bach indicates that the most 

important factors for the art of playing the keyboard instrument are “correct fingering, good 

embellishment, and good performance.”27 In order to incorporate this information on fingering 

into our playing and to create a meaningful performance, Mr. Lin and I patiently taught each 

other the commonly used characters of ornamentation, different choices of fingering, and the 

 
25 Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art des Clavier zu spielen. Part I was revised by C.P.E. Bach 
and published in Leipzig in 1787; the quotations are taken from William J. Mitchell’s translation: Essay on the True 
Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments, 148. 
26 A detailed explanation on the so-called “right-hand eight methods” and the “left hand six-form”can be found at 
musicologist, John Thompson’s website, http://www.silkqin.com/02qnpu/05tydq/ty3.htm#shoushitu. 
27 Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, Versuch, 30. 
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various expressions produced from touch and fingering techniques on our respective instruments 

(see Figure 9).  

The challenges faced in our collaborative research will be discussed as follows: firstly, 

dapu, the conventional guqin tradition for understanding the edition and interpretation; secondly, 

choosing the ornamentation and expression; third, solving performance issues on tuning and 

temperament; and finally, the sound system design for balancing volume between the two 

instruments. 

 

Figure 9. Guqin performance by Shih-Chia Lin and Hsuan Chang Kitano at National Taiwan 
University 
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Methodology of Dapu: Creating a Performing Edition and Interpretation 

The concept of a composer is generally not recognized with respect to ancient Chinese 

music.28 The composer for the music of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) is unknown. The earliest 

known notation for this piece can be traced back to the seventh century and is associated with 

Dong Tinglan, a famous guqin and hichiriki musician (approximately 695–765) who lived during 

the Tang Dynasty.29 After being handed down several generations, the music for The Grand 

Hujia (Da Hujia) was notated and standardized by a court musician in the thirteenth century. 

This version was then published in the Shenqi Mipu, which was produced during 1368–1644.30  

Music for the guqin from the Shenqi Mipu is written in tablature notation called 

Jianzipu.31  Jianzipu uses characteristic symbols that resemble to traditional Chinese characters, 

but which are not actually used in written Chinese. Therefore, Jianzipu is essentially a new 

language for even native Chinese speakers. Jianzipu indicates fingering, ornamentation, and 

approximate rhythm. As shown in the tablature (see Figure 10), a single written character in 

Jianzipu indicates information about the string number, plucking technique and ornamentation 

for the right hand, as well as information about changing pitch, muting, and damping for the left 

hand.  

 

 
28 As mentioned in her article, “The Music of CHINA,” Professor Isabel K. F. Wong from Cabrillo Community 
College explains that “Before the twentieth century, the idea of an original composition identified with a particular 
person was foreign to the Chinese, and only a few traditional musical pieces had any attributed authorship. The 
sources for most traditional Chinese music were anonymous folk or popular materials transmitted orally or through 
written notation in manuscripts or printed music handbooks” See: Professor’s Wong’s article, “The Music of 
China”, http://www.cabrillo.edu/~mstrunk/Lectures/China.pdf  
29 Hichiriki is a double reed flute used in the Nordic tribe of ancient China. 
30 An analysis of the detailed origins of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) is found in: Hung-Pei Yeh, A Study of the 
Guqin Pieces “Da Hujia” and “Xiao Hujia”, Ph. D. thesis, Natopnal Taiwan University, 2010, 53. 
31 The score for this piece can be download from the China-America Digital Academic Library (CADAL), 
https://archive.org/details/02095008.cn/page/n2/mode/2up  
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Figure 10. Jianzipu of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia), Shenqi Mipu, 1368–1644 

 

 

 

I strongly believe that reading from a manuscript for historical performance is essential; 

however, it was extremely difficult for me to read Jianzipu while playing the harpsichord. 

Therefore, I searched for editions of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) that used staff notation or 

numbering systems. Unfortunately, the available modern editions did not work out. Each edition 

I found was unlike the other in terms of key, tempo, phrase, and ornamentation. Ultimately, I 

found three main problems with using the available modern editions: first, the understanding and 
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interpretation of Jianzipu varies according to each editor; second, the music of guqin is all about 

fingering, but the staff or numbering system only noted the melody, not the finger positions; 

third, the choice between silk or metal strings has a direct impact on the key.  

Instead of using a modern edition already available, I created an edition using the dapu 

process, which is a practice already used within the guqin tradition. The Chinese word “dapu” 

refers to the process of re-creating and re-constructing music from original qin tablature, such as 

the Jianzipu.32 The concept and process of dapu differs from ideas of arrangement or adaptation 

because its original source is less fixed; that is to say, when creating an arrangement or 

adaptation, an original rhythm and melody are known and established, whereas the original 

source material used in dapu is not fixed and thus offers less specific information that yields a 

greater variety of melodic and rhythmic content.33 In addition, in the guqin music culture, the 

dapu tradition is viewed as a way of composition and is not considered different from music 

distribution. The dapu tradition is not understood as an original composition, as it borrows 

elements from previously created works. The Taiwanese definition of an original work requires 

the source material to be completely original—not borrowed from another source—even if it is 

in the public domain, a category in which the intellectual property rights have expired or been 

forfeited (generally before 1923). Therefore, dapu can be understood only as rearrangement and 

 
32 For more information on the process of dapu, see: John Thompson, “Dapu: Bringing old music to life,” 
http://www.silkqin.com/08anal/dapu.htm#f1 
33 For more information about the process of dapu and skills required by a dapuist, see: “Standards of the guqin” in 
the Chinese Music Dictionary, translated by Juni Yeung. According to the Chinese Music Dictionary, dapu means 
“The process of playing out a qin melody from qin manuscript. Since the qin manuscripts do not directly record 
musical notes but only string positions and fingerings, as well having a considerable flexibility in rhythm 
interpretation, dapuist must be familiar with conventions in and performance technique to deduct the melodies’ 
progression, and then to recreate it. Its aim is to reproduce the state in which it was originally performed. Since most 
surviving pieces are lost in practice, one must undergo the dapu process to restore the music.” (Yeung 2010:83). 
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adaptation, not composition. It is a pity for guqin musicians that cannot be recognized as dapu 

composers.34 

The primary challenge of dapu is that the original qin tablature gives precise directions 

about ornamentation, finger positions, and stroke techniques but does not indicate phrasing, 

rhythm, and tempo; these aspects must be determined through a performer’s own knowledge of 

musical history, rhetoric reference, and art philosophy. Thus, the process of dapu takes 

considerable time and effort. Jingyun Lu, a guqin researcher, explains that “Daqu san nian, 

xiaoqu san yue (it takes at least three years for a completed piece, and at least three months for a 

short movement.)”35 There are multiple methods for dapu, including aural imitations from one’s 

own teacher, consultation with colleagues, and listening to as many recordings as possible while 

reading from the tablature to make the most convincing judgment on interpretation. Therefore, 

each dapu edition on the same piece is unique. In our case, Shih-Chia Lin and I collaborated to 

create a dapu version for The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) that reflects our interpretation and may, 

without further explanation, be understood only by ourselves. Our version shows demonstrates 

how a deep understanding of the guqin tradition influences our interpretation and shows the 

importance of informed edition creation. Music Example 1 shows the result of dapu by Shih-

Chia Lin.  

 

 
34 During our conversation, Shih-Chia Lin explained that dapu is “in between performing and composing.” He 
argued that, “the composition and performance practices that we recognize in music schools today are basically 
rooted in the ideas developed in Western European classical music… (however) the performance practice must serve 
the composition, that is, it is required to faithfully present the indication on the score. Therefore, if we put these two 
practical concepts on both extreme ends of a spectrum, we may find that some music cultures make music in some 
way between the two ends… Finally, if we put modern practice of performing and composing to two ends of a 
spectrum, there are countless variants in between performing and composing. By observing the practice of 
accumulating versions in the history, we may be able to reconsider the meaning of dapu. We may also be able to 
inject vitality into the representation of a repertory from our accumulation of experience.” 
35 Jingyun Lu盧靜雲. “Zhonghua wenhuà congshu: Guqín” 中華文化叢書：古琴. (2019): 83–116, “大曲三年，
小曲三月.” 
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Music Example 1.  Dapu by Shih-Chia Lin, The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia), Fifth movement 

 

 

 

The resultant dapu edition for harpsichord was made from an edition for guqin by Shih-

Chia Lin. To create my edition, I put the material from Lin’s edition into the bassline and added 

an ostinato bassline. In my dapu version, as shown in Music Example 2, I indicate motives that 

appear throughout this piece that are written in Jianzipu notation. For example, the arpeggio at 

the opening (ex. 2.1), is presented on the seven open strings of the guqin and reappears at the 

beginning of third, fourth, fifth, seventh, twelfth, and fifteenth movement. This opening 

maintains the tonality of the pieces and indicates sections for the story. Each time this motive 

appears, it is presented in different tempos and with different effects that correspond to the story 

as indicated in poetry and painting.  
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Music Example 2. Dapu by Hsuan Chang Kitano for The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia), Fifth 
movement 
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Another motive that is commonly used, the three hammers (see ex. 2.2 above), indicates a 

strong exclamation as a cadence at the end of a phrase. These octaves that occur three times that 

conclude each passage indicate a structural point of arrival. This gesture resembles the 

affirmative “three hammers blow” as defined by American musicologists, James Hepokoski and 

William Darcy in their Sonata Theory. It is typically located at the end of transition, when a 

dominant harmony is used to gain energy that culminates in a lead to a half cadence. This 

dominant lock can be decorated by a thrice-repeated chord to mark a structural arrival 

(Hepokoski and Darcy 2006:197). In my dissertation “Improvisation of Mozart’s Keyboard 

Music: a performers approach to his Eingange and cadenzas,” there are detailed analysis on 

form, motive, and strategical plan (Kitano:2018). The identified similar of use of motives and 

gestures between The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) and Mozart’s improvisations made us more 

confident in our choices as we created our dapu for harpsichord and guqin.  

I composed the melodies in the treble clef by following the storyline. The musical drama 

of these eighteen movements in The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) are followed by fingering 

complexity on guqin. Compare to my research on Mozart’s improvisational cadenzas, the 

musical form can be analyzed into a six turning-point formulation in three-part structures 

accordingly (Kitano 2018:271).36  Table 2 shows my analysis for The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) 

which identifies six turning points in the dramatic structure of the story and piece.37 First, there is 

the catalyst, where things kick off and set up the story. Second, the big event occurs, which is the 

turning point that changes the character’s life. Third, we arrive at the pinch or midpoint, a major 

 
36 My research on Mozart’s improvised cadenza was based on Freytag’s pyramid by German playwright, Gustav 
Freytag (1816-1895) and a description by scriptwriter David Trottier in his book. See: David Trottier, The 
Screenwriter's Bible: A Complete Guide to Writing, Formatting, and Selling Your Script. 5th ed., Expanded & 
updated (Los Angeles: Silman-James Press, 2010), 11–22.  
37 The translation for the story is borrowed from digital resource of National Palace Museum, Taiwan. 
https://www.npm.gov.tw/exh100/oversize10007/en_01.html 
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moment of the middle story line, often a point of no return or deep motivation for central 

character. Fourth, the crisis takes place, a moment that forces a decision that leads to climax. 

Fifth, the climax that confronts the crisis. Lastly, the sixth, the realization, resolution, or 

dénouement occurs. Themes that are repeatedly used for ostinato bass and melodies in the 

harpsichord are indicated by symbols in Table 2; these include the open string arpeggios and 

three hammers mentioned earlier. In addition, the opening theme resembles to traditional 

Chinese bronze chime bells and sets up the mode for this piece. This theme appears frequently 

throughout the piece, as I constantly use it in the harpsichord’s bassline in the first seventeen 

movements and in both lines throughout the work’s finale.38  

 

Table 2. Formal analysis of The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia) 

3-part 
structure 

Set up Confrotation and climax Realization 

6 turning 
points 

Catalyst Big Event Pinch Crisis Climax Realization 

Story  Being 
captured  
 

Departure  Being 
married  
 
 

writing 
home, 
giving birth, 
and raising 
children 
 
 

Arrival of the 
emissary for 
departure. Children 
are forcibly 
separated from 
their mother. A life 
and death 
separation 

Hopeless and 
acceptance after 
the separation. 
A home 
doesn’t feel like 
home anymore. 

Movement 
and motives 

1† 2 3*|| 4*|| 
5*|| 

6 || 7* || 8  9*|| 10* 11* 12*||  13||  14||  15*||  16|| 17 18 

Music 
Analysis 

I. 
Introduction 

II. 
Moderato 

III. 
Allegretto 
 

IV. Allegro V. CADENZA VI. Finale 

Fingering 
and rhythmic 
complexity 
on Guqin 

      

 
Note: Symbols refer to repetitive motives: † chime bronze bells, * open string arpeggios, || three 
hammers 

 
38 To be specific, the traditional bronze chime bells is called Bianzhong. With a history of almost three thousand 
years and is used in traditional ritual and court music. It is related to the origin of twelve-pitch tuning system and 
Huang Zong scale, which will be mentioned later in this article. 
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In the thirteenth movement, an improvised cadenza is added, which relates to the climax. 

At this moment, Wenji was forced to be separated from her family, which had been together for 

twelve years. At first, a more intense harmony of diminished seventh chords and a large amount 

of ornamentation such as trills and turns were introduced to express my affection toward the 

story of Wenji. After continuous discussion with Mr. Lin, I took his suggestion of using repeated 

motives to express perseverance and struggle. This decision makes the musical character closer 

to the Eastern tradition, which express emotion with restraint. 

 

Chinese and Western Pythagorean System, Chinese scale, and Temperament  

During my dapu practice, different temperaments were used for tuning between guqin 

and harpsichord and drew my attention. Classical musicians as well as traditional folk musicians 

in Taiwan are accustomed to equal temperament, where twelve chromatic notes within an octave 

are equally distributed. For historical performance, various temperaments can be used and are 

chosen based on style, repertoire, and personal taste. For example, several of Bach’s 

temperaments are widely acknowledged. These include: the Werckmeister III, known from 

Andreas Werckmeister’s seventeenth-century treatise;39 the sixth comma meantone system 

detailed by his colleague, Silbermann;40 and Krinberger III, a system devised by one of his 

pupils.41 Unlike the standardized equal temperament that sounds the same in any key for its 

 
39 Andreas Werckmeister (November 30, 1645 – October 26, 1706), description for his temperament can be found: 
Pierre-Yves Asselin, Musique et Tempérament Éditions Costallat, Paris 1985, 94.  
40 Gottfried Silbermann (1683 –1753) was a German keyboard builder who made harpsichords, fortepianos, 
clavichords, and organs.  
41 Johann Philipp Kirnberger (1721–1783) was a student of Bach. The temperament associated with his name uses a 
pure third and contains pure fifths and fourths. In addition to these pure intervals, it also contains a wider fifth and a 
narrower fourth which is used in the equal temperament.   
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convenience, each of these temperaments, which were used during Bach’s time, creates its own 

effects between intervals and keys.42  

Why does temperament matter for our performances? In the equal temperament system, 

the twelve fifths are narrower in order to equally distribute every interval within one-octave 

scale. This results in about one beat per second for sounding fifths and about seven beats per 

second for major thirds. For Da Hujia, we used a pure fifth system, as in this system, the pure 

fifth and fourth has no tuning beat, and the major third has only about three beats per second. 

The outcome of fewer beats arouses pleasant sensations and aesthetic feeling that is suitable for 

the philosophy and poetic expression of traditional Chinese music.  

The scale used in ancient Chinese music was generated from a twelve-pitch system. The 

twelve-pitch system in traditional Chinese music originated from an arithmetic fraction of one-

third. As shown in Music Example 3, twelve pitches were generated from a sequential order of 

ratios of 3:3-1 and 3:3+1.43 Note that the last note, B-sharp (enharmonically C-natural), does not 

come back to the same pitch on fundamental C. This gap is generally known as a “wolf” interval.  

In the twelve-pitch system of traditional Chinese music, it is located between F and C. Or, in 

terms of relative pitch, this “wolf” occurs between the fundamental note and its fifth below. The 

harmonic color that is created by pure intervals assists the expression of artistic conception in 

traditional Chinese music.  

 

 
42 Many researches have been done on temperament of the Western music, for example: Duffin, Ross W. How Equal 
Temperament Ruined Harmony (and Why You Should Care). New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2007. 
43 In Chinese, this twelve-pitch system is called Sanfen Sunyi Method (三分損益法). It is found in one of the earliest 
music theories in Ancient China by Guan Zhong (720–645 B.C.) 
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Music Example 3. Twelve-pitch system in ancient China based on arithmetic fraction of three 

 

 

Each scale or mode built from a pitch derived from twelve-pitch system has a given 

name. For example, music that is based on the first fundamental pitch is called the Huang Zong. 

The primary scale is generated by the twelve-pitch system (ex. 4.2), which is based on an 

arithmetic fraction of three (ex. 4.1). Each note is given a name as listed: Gong, Shang, Jue, Zi, 

Yu. Each of these notes can start its own scale (as shown in ex. 4.3). The Gong and Zi note, 

which resemble the tonic and dominant in the Western music, are used similarly for modulation 

in qin composition.44 As mentioned earlier, in The Grand Hujia, I constantly use the Gong scale 

in the Huang Zong mode, which resembles the traditional bronze chime bells.  

Da Hujia and other pieces that use same Huang Zong mode are grouped together in the 

collection of Shenqi Mipu. In other words, music in the Shenqi Mipu collection is categorized 

based on mode because each mode represents its own affection and emotion. The twelve-pitch 

mode is also related to the seasons and to the twelve-month lunar calendar. Since the Huang 

Zong mode is the first fundamental pitch for the system, it corresponds to mid-winter, which 

 
44 The concept of mode and modulation for guqin was explained by theorist, Wang Tan, around 1744–1746. In his 
treatise, Qin Zhi (琴旨, the essentials of qin), he explains that modulation can be made by the dominant of the 
dominant, which is often associated with the circle of fifths and aesthetic expression made by vibrato. See Jeng-I 
Liang (2018:47–61) for detailed analysis.  
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occurs around the New Year. Thus, the Huang Zong mode is generally associated with grand 

gestures for festival or celebration.45 I found that musical expression of the eighteenth century 

also links affection and mode, as analyzed in my dissertation (Kitano 2018:67). This similar use 

of mode for expression served a useful bridge in creating my and Mr. Lin’s collaboration. 

 

Music Example 4. Five-note gong scale used in music from Ancient China  

 

 

The twelve-pitch system used in Ancient Chinese music is comparable with the Western 

Pythagorean tuning system, as both use pure fourths and pure fifths, but the other intervals are 

calculated differently. Problematically, the Chinese system is known within China and Taiwan as 

the Pythagorean system, so, for the purposes of this paper, I will use the term Chinese 

Pythagorean system for the twelve-pitch system of ancient China to distinguish it from the 

Western Pythagorean system. Music Example 5 demonstrates the Western Pythagorean system, 

 
45 The Chinese system uses relative pitch. The question on standardization of the Huang Zhong pitch and the 
association of acoustics with astronomy have been widely discussed. For example, See: Joseph C.Y. Chen, Early 
Chinese Work in Natural Science, Hong Kong University Press, 1996, 70–77. 
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which uses the circle of fifths order in both the upward and downward directions. This results in 

a wolf interval between G-sharp and E-flat. Therefore, according to my hypothesis, if the wolf 

interval can be avoided on both harpsichord and guqin, the Chinese and Western Pythagorean 

systems together will produce an aesthetic timbre on historical collaborative performance like 

ours. 

 

Music Example 5. Western Pythagorean system 

 

 

 

After we found that using the Pythagorean system was suitable for our musical 

expression, our next step was to find a key that worked for both instruments while remaining true 

to the musical character of Da Hujia. This involved finding a key that avoided wolf intervals but 

also selecting a key that is associated with the proper feeling and expression. Figure 11 shows a 

simple comparison of wolf intervals in both systems. This comparison reveals the location of the 

wolf created both by pure intervals in the different systems. Additionally, the Chinese 

Pythagorean system (left) corresponds to the philosophy of life and growth in a circle. As in life, 

the last phase of the musical circle will go back to the beginning with slight revolution. Whereas 
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the Chinese system relates directly to literature, the Western Pythagorean system (right), is 

seemingly more scientific; its visualization reflects this, as the intervals are all equalized and 

symmetric, creating complete balance.  

 

Figure 11. Wolf intervals between Chinese (left) and Western (right) Pythagorean systems 

 

 

In addition to choosing a fundamental note that avoided wolf intervals, we 

considered string quality and instrument response. The guqin is a very quiet seven-

stringed zither. Strings are available in silk and metal. The metal string was introduced 

during the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976), and it is generally thought to be louder in 

volume. The choice between these two kinds of strings is personal. For Mr. Lin, 

compared to metal strings, silk strings are more comfortable and smoother for playing. I 

prefer the silk string as well due to the fact that it produces a rich timbre from overtones 

which fades extremely slowly. When the performer produces the pitch-less slow vibrato 
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by rubbing a string with left hand fingerings, the sound resembles an aesthetic sound of reciting 

poems. The low pitch and rich timbre in the bass are favored by Mr. Lin and me. The strings and 

wooden soundboard of both the harpsichord and guqin that we played functioned better at a 

lower pitch, such as that of A415.46 At this pitch, the comfortable range of the silk strings Mr. 

Lin chose was between E to B-flat, from low to high.47  

Ultimately, we performed in the Pythagorean system starting with the fundamental note 

of F tuned to A415, as this tuning system and allowed for comfortable playing on our 

instruments—including the chosen silk strings on the guqin—and avoided the wolf intervals in 

the performance.  

 

Figure 12 shows the seven open strings of the guqin tuned to the five-note Gong scale in 

the Huang Zhong mode used for The Grand Hujia (Da Hujia). As mentioned, the twelve-pitch 

system indicates relative pitch; therefore, the numbering notation system (as shown below the 

music staff) is widely used in Chinese music.  

 

Figure 12. Five-note Gong scale Huang Zhong mode for seven open strings guqin 

 
 

46 Whereas many classical musicians around the world perform at 440 Hertz (A440), musicians in Taiwan play at a 
higher pitch at A442). 
47 The fundamental note that naturally produces the best quality of sound is around E and F on the guqin with silk 
strings. This note corresponds to the traditional setting of fundamental note in the eighteenth century in the Qing 
dynasty. See: Yang, J. F. (1999). 〈錯不在調〉中國調式音樂使用調號記譜體系研究. 台北: 國立台灣藝術教育
館. 
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Balance and the Sound System  

The challenge of balancing the volume of harpsichord and guqin cannot be fulfilled 

without the assistance of a sound system. Using silk strings creates challenges in balancing the 

volume between the harpsichord and guqin. Fortunately, one of the alliances of Project 

Cadenzas is Yunong Chen, a sound engineer and amateur of harpsichord music. Chen also 

studied guqin with Mr. Lin’s master, Fong Li, for a short period of time.48 Mr. Chen 

designed a sound system for Project Cadenzas’s live performances and recordings to help 

balance the two instruments. As shown in Figure 13, three systems ran simultaneously: 

audio recording, public address (PA), and broadcasting.  

Because the acoustic structures of guqin and harpsichord are quite different, 

different setups were needed for the two instruments. For recording the harpsichord, two 

cardioid condenser microphones—one treble and one bass—were used to pick up the 

harpsichord sound from above. Since the guqin produces sound from two directions, one 

cardioid condenser microphone was used for the top, while an omnidirectional condenser 

boundary microphone was used to catch the resonance from below the sound board. In 

addition, a monitoring system was designed to deliver guqin sound to the headphones for 

harpsichordist. This allowed the harpsichordist to hear the details of guqin, thus helping 

the performer make expressive decisions accordingly. It was especially important to 

consider the style of ornamentation and articulations or durations, which could create 

unnecessary resonance. The live recording for Da Hujia is from our performance at the 

National Taiwan University. During this performance, Mr. Chen simultaneously 

 
48 From Taipei, Taiwan, Yunong Chen is currently works at the The Performancing Arts Center of National 
university in Taipei, Taiwan. 
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monitored the sound input, thus delivering a comfortable balance through the public address 

system (PA) for broadcasting.  

 

Figure 13. Sound system for recording guqin and harpsichord 

 

 

Collaboration of Harpsichord and Chinese Classical Instruments  

In the early years of Taiwan, which were governed by the Kuomintang (KMT) party, 

traditional Chinese music philosophy was largely informed by Confucianism, Taoism, and 
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Buddhism (Chen 2009); however, in the past decade, the concept of what is tradition in Taiwan 

has departed from that of other Chinese speaking countries, such as China and Hong Kong. As 

described by sociologist, Yen Chun Lin, “Taiwan has fallen victim to the scholarly claim that 

civil society is somehow incompatible with the nondemocratic features of Asia, including 

Confucianism” (Lin 2016:156). Due to liberalizing political culture reforms and social changes, 

the musical culture of Taiwan has been reconstructed rapidly. New aesthetic positions have 

emerged, and the adoption of Western positions have resulted in a crossover of diverse ethnic 

cultural backgrounds. Musicologist, Hui-Shan Chen concludes that “more and more local 

Taiwanese musicians realize the importance of breaking down the boundaries between Western 

music and local traditions as well as recognizing that innovation provides a firm base of 

competitive advantage. By absorbing elements and ideologies from others, these artists develop 

new ideas and techniques create new works that more accurately reflect the society from which 

they emerge” (Chen 2009:298). Thus, the attitude for supporting the creativity and enriching 

diversity in art and music, provides an idea environment for conducting intercultural research in 

Taiwan.  

During my research in Taiwan, I am honored to have opportunities to collaborate with a 

variety of Chinese Classical instruments, such as pipa, erhu, zheng and dizi (see Figure 14). This 

category refers to those traditional Chinese instruments in Taiwan that followed the modelled of 

Western orchestration in China, approximately from 1949 after the government of the 

Kuomintang (KMT) of China retreated to Taiwan. The alteration of instruments includes the 

expansion of instrument body and added strings to expand register and accommodate key 

modulations, as found in the zheng and yangqin.49 Other examples of modified instruments 

 
49 Yangqin is known as the Chinese hammered dulcimer. 
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include the modern pipa, which is made to support equal temperament; the erhu, which features 

an added fine tuner similar to those found on Western string instruments, and now uses steel 

coated nylon strings instead of silk strings to enhance the volume. 

 

Figure 14. Collaboration between Harpsichord and Chinese Classical Instruments, NTU Center 
for the Arts  
 
 

 

 

Performances on improvisations and arrangements of pre-existing music were performed 

on harpsichord and Chinese classical instruments. These performances were very successful, as 

we received many press reviews and positive feedback.50 More importantly, these performances 

served as field research that proved my hypothesis that historically-informed performances of 

 
50 See Project Cadenzas website for reviews: https://cadenzas.org/review 
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Eastern and Western music are similar in that they both place an emphasis on aesthetic 

philosophy, reflect rhetorical practices, and are conceived poetically. I found that the 

harpsichord, a period instrument from the Western tradition, paired well with traditional 

instruments, and our performances showed how new works can be created that borrow elements 

of both Western and Eastern traditions. Ultimately, this is just one example of how music can 

serve as a cultural ambassador that brings together different cultural traditions once separated 

through time and distance.  

Despite the geographic and cultural distance between the Chinese and Western musical 

traditions of the eighteenth century, many similarities existed between the two traditions with 

respect to how instruments were made and their expressive capabilities. Period instruments from 

both cultural traditions have similar tone, timbre, and decay of sound, making them suitable for 

musical collaboration. For example, the harpsichord lends itself to a more accurate and nuanced 

performance of transcribed traditional Chinese chamber music than a piano due to its tone 

quality, articulation, and overall volume. Unlike the piano, the harpsichord creates an authentic 

timbre by plucking the string naturally; short phrases and slurs can be naturally executed 

according to the rhetoric; ornaments can be effortlessly improvised; and the acoustic beats is 

easy to be heard, thus provide a variety way to play with the overtone according to the 

expression. Also, the volume balance between harpsichord and Chinese Classical instrument is 

rather comparable. These ideas could be well articulated in the chamber setting using period 

instrument, but it is quite difficult for shaping it into an orchestra setting and mixed with modern 

instrument.51 My hypothesis is argued by an acquaintance of mine, Yanjiang Che, assistant 

 
51 This idea to use a comparable period instrument instead of using a modern instrument in the Chinese Classica 
orchestra can be applied to the use of cello in the Chinese Classical orchestra. I suggest that instead of a cello, we 
could use the Matouqin, a traditional bowed string instrument, to cover the bass registers. The use of Matouqin will 
be explained later in page 58. 
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professor of musicology in Taipei National University of the Arts. During our conversation, he 

pointed out that audience might not be used to the sound combination I proposed at first, further 

experience on the impact of music is needed to be tested.  

 

Rearrangements of Western-Eastern music 

The practice of rearrangement and adaptation of harpsichord music for mixed ensemble 

required musical analysis that helped students enthusiastically understand the capacity of music 

for expression and exchange of ideas. Many musicians participated in the rearrangement and 

adaptation of Baroque harpsichord music for their own Chinese instrument; for example, 

adaptation of harpsichord music composed by François Couperin, Rossignol-en-amour for 

Chinese dizi, rearrangement of Les Baricades Mistérieuses for yangqin, and rearrangement of 

The Frog Galliard by John Dowland on liuqin.52 Whereas the previously discussed collaboration 

with guqin for Da Hujia used only a five note scale, rearrangements of Western music required a 

different approach because of Western harmonies and chromaticism in the original music. Thus, 

the musicians and I undertook an in-depth study of the Chinese pentatonic system, microtones, 

harmonic systems, transpositions, and modulation to facilitate these rearrangements.  

Figure 15 shows the variety of Chinese pentatonic system, including the six-note and 

seven-note scale based on the five-note Chinese scale mentioned earlier. It also explains the 

diversity of using microtone and dominate modulation. Based on an arithmetic fraction of three, 

as mentioned earlier, the primary Gong mode scale is generated (see fig.15.1). Another seven-

note Chinese scale, shown in triangular note shapes, add two more notes from the pure interval 

cycle, and is named from their closest note, the Zi and Gong. Note that these two modified Zi 

 
52 The musical video, arrangement of Chinese traditional instrument for harpsichord music can be watch on 
YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/a5liKgZTqR0.  
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and Gong notes, named Bian Zi and Bian Gong, are a bit higher than those in the equal 

temperament for which musicians nowadays are acquainted to. These notes create a variety of 

microtone intervals that can be flexibly applied according to the mode. 

 

Figure 15. Variety within Chinese pentatonic system 

 

 

Microtones within the minor third intervals, between Jue and Zi and between Yu and 

Gong include Bian Zi and Bian Gong are marked in triangular note shapes in Figure 15 above. 
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Unlike leading tones in Western music, these microtones in Chinese music do not have strong 

harmonic functions. Instead, these microtones correspond to aesthetic sensations that are closely 

tied to not separable from literature, rhetoric, calligraphy, and art. The varied use of microtones 

in Chinese scale systems make it challenging to categorize and understand according to Western 

music cultural practices. Microtones are not indicated in the score but are instead taught aurally. 

The appropriate usage of harmonic systems and corresponding tone colors is also taught aurally 

according to taste and tradition, practices about which much has been written. Additionally, 

Chinese music is based on relative pitch. As shown in Figure 15.2-15.5, for example, the Shang, 

Jue, Zi, and Yu modes can be transposed to the Gong note (C or do) and vice versa. Bian Zi and 

Bian Gong notes can be added, and the microtones have a flexible use in the scale system. Thus, 

a vast diversity of mode and tone color can be employed in rearrangements.  

The modulation system used in traditional Chinese music is centered between Zi and 

Gong. Because the twelve-pitch system is generated from pure fifth intervals, the Zi note plays 

an important harmonic function in modulation as a dominant while the Gong note functions 

analogously to the tonic in a Western harmonic scheme. In the six-note Chinese scale, Bian Zi 

and Bian Gong were chosen individually according to their function: either by adding a Bian Zi 

for a melancholy sensation (similar to the idea of the diminished seventh chord’s resolution to 

the dominant) or adding a Bian Gong for intensifying the Gong mode (similar to the function of 

a leading tone’s motion back to tonic).  

The traditional score for pipa uses gongche notation, a format similar to Jianzipu used for 

guqin, and indicated by symbols from Chinese characters. On the right side of the Chinese 

characters, the fingering provides stroke technique and rhythmic information, while the given 

melody is indicated on the left side. The melody is highly ornamented according to taste and 
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aural traditions related to improvisation. Gongche indicates the melodic line, down beat and up 

beats, and fingering. This notation is generally used for traditional Taiwanese folkloric music, 

including Nanguan and Beiguan music. Similar to key signatures and tempo markings indicated 

at the start of Western works, two types of information are provided initially in gonche, the 

Qupia and title (see Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16. Gongche for pipa, Lan-Siu Theng-Chiam 

 

Qupia:  
Zhong Gun 
 
Mode and Scale: 
F G A C D 
 
Tempo: 2/2 

[Title: Lan-Siu Theng Chiam] Melody Fingering and 
ornamentation 

rhythm and 
ornamentation 
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The qupia refers to a fixed form that contains lyrics and melody. The composition of 

ancient Chinese music was firstly done by choosing the lyric, generally from a poet, then literati, 

such as musicians, philosophers, or writers, composed the melody according to the words. After 

a period of time, some of these memorable melodies were widely known and notated. The literati 

later add new lyrics to the melody according to the original rhyme of the poet. Therefore, every 

qupia indicates a fixed key, form, tempo, and rules for the lyric.53 Therefore, similar to the idea 

of Jazz standards, the fixed melody of every Qupia is widely recognized by pipa musicians, and 

ornamentation is applied constantly. As shown in Figure 16 above, a Qupia is indicated at the 

beginning of the piece, called Zhong Gun. The Zhong Gun Qupia means that the music uses a 

five-note scale in F on 2/2 tempo. The title for the piece is Lan-Siu Theng Chiam, which was 

adapted from the first four words of the lyric.54 

The traditional lute pipa was introduced by an ancient Buddhist kingdom named Kucha 

(located in Xinjiang, China) along the Silk Road during the Tang dynasty (618–907). Pipa music 

was influenced by cultural art of Kucha and shares characteristics with Indian raga. A raga uses a 

designated scale as a structural motif for improvisation in a melodic mode. In fact, many raga 

scales and traditional Chinese scales resemble each other.55 The etymological origin of the word, 

raga, means coloring and dyeing. German musicologists Annette Wilke and Oliver Moebus, in 

the chapter, “Hinduism as a Culture of Sound” explain that meaning of a raga as follows: “There 

 
53 The Qupia can be traced back to as early as in the treatise in 1598 written by dramatist in the Ming Dynasty. In 
1746, the court of Qing dynasty collected total of two thousand and ninety-four Qupia and published as 
Comprehensive Notation for Southern and Northern Ci-Poetry. Background, rules, variety, and the form of qupia, 
can be viewed from the website of Taiwan Music Institute.  
54 This piece is selected from a Nanguan class I audited, taught by professor Chui-kuan Lu. Professor Lu received 
The Golden Melody Awards for Traditional Arts and Music in 2016 and currently teaches at the at Graduate 
Institute of Ethnomusicology, NTNU. Detailed explanation on reading Gongche and pipa fingering is explained in 
Prof. Lu’s book (2011: 119—121). 
55 For example, the Raga Kalyan scale shares same interval with seven notes Chinese Gong scale. The raga Āsāvari 
scale is the same as the Chinese C Jue mode scale. 
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are more a representation of emotional values (raga literally means ‘coloring’) than a 

correspondence of tones…In line with the emotional values, the Ragas are also allocated to 

certain times of day and seasons of the year” (2011:222). Although symbolic associations relating 

to poetry, nature, or mood are unrelated between Indian Raga and Chinese music, the concept of 

coloring the mind with improvisation in both raga and Chinese music is connected. Therefore, 

during our rehearsals, we applied many raga scales when playing improvisation. One of the 

examples is shown in our arranged improvisational piece with nose flute, The Wood, as 

mentioned earlier. Even though my funded research period officially finished in December 2019, 

these musicians and I are still in contact with each other and continue to participate in online 

rehearsals and to exchange ideas. We are currently planning a future concert for November 2020, 

which will feature raga scales and pipa.  

 

 

Part Three: Improvisation, Cross-Cultural Composition, Interdisciplinary Performance  

The last stage of my research period went rapidly and consisted of performing concerts 

that focused on themes of improvisation, launching new works for harpsichord and Chinese 

Classical instruments, and giving interdisciplinary performances based on my research. 

Rehearsals and performances incorporated improvisation and proved that Project Cadenzas 

facilitates communication among musicians and audiences by creating music that crosses genres. 

Through studies of traditional Chinese and folkloric music and discussions regarding the 

differences between musical cultural traditions, approaches for aesthetic expression of cross-

cultural performance were established. I utilized pedagogical methodologies from my doctoral 

dissertation, which focused on improvisation of keyboard music in the eighteenth century, and 
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thus established an efficient approach for improvisation using both Eastern and Western musical 

instruments. 

After several months of creating partnerships through Project Cadenzas, we 

commissioned seven original musical compositions then performed them on period instruments.  

Students of Professor Yun Lu from the Chinese Music Department of Tainan National 

University of the Arts (TNNUA) made these works possible and helped fulfill the goal of my 

research. Through these works, we highlighted cultural practices from both eighteenth-century 

Europe and Taiwan, focusing on their stylistic similarities and influences.56 Interdisciplinary 

performance projects and research-based lecture recital were also given. These included 

performances with Taiwanese rap and contemporary dance artists as well as lecture-recitals on 

music and mathematics, music and literature, and music studies and dances. 

 

Improvisation 

In this first season, Project Cadenzas explored three different impromptu concepts: 

Baroque figured-bass practice, choreographic improvisation, and free improvisation. The 

improvisation style that prevailed during the Baroque period was based on figured-bass and was 

commonly used by composers. Using an ostinato pattern and figured bass practice, the intervals 

between the melodic voice and the bass created a repeated cycle that provided a structure to the 

musical form. I found that one of the ostinato patterns from the Baroque era, the lament bass, is 

easily adaptable and works well for improvisation in a chamber setting, and as it constantly uses 

a third interval, it works well with Chinese Classical instruments. Moreover, the lament bass is 

easy to learn for performers who are new to improvisation.  

 
56 The Music trailer, Huqin Lament Bass, is available online: The Spark of Western and Eastern Tradition, 2019. 
YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/u3zYhYky8UI 
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During our rehearsals on Baroque figured-bass practices, I found that the hugin 

instrument can fully utilize the lament bass. The hugin instrument naturally produced a sobbing 

sound that is most suitable for the expression of lament, which is always in the minor mode.57 As 

shown in Music Example 6, the lament ground bass is composed using a four-note descending 

scale in a minor key, from tonic to dominant (A-G-F-E) in the bass. In this example, the 

harmonies built above the bass are analyzed in numbers and on the G-clef above.  

 

Music Example 6. Lament bass  

 

 

 

Intonation is the most challenging issue for Chinese Classical instruments playing the 

lament bass, especially when concerning the interval of using thirds, which occurs above each 

moving bass. In equal temperament, which performers of Chinese Classical instruments use 

today, the interval of the third is much wider than thirds produced in the temperament system 

 
57 The hugin means a two-stringed bowed spike fiddle. Illustration and explanation on the background, sound 
capability, and the material which was made from, See: Huehns, Colin Ernst. “Musical Instruments of The Huqin 
Family In The Late Nineteenth Century Illustrated Periodical Dianshizhai.” Journal of Asian History 36, no. 1 
(2002): 74–98. Accessed April 15, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/41933280. 
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mentioned above.58 Moreover, huqin music follows aural practices that are taught aurally by 

each individual teacher. There is no fixed system of training regarding how to temper the 

intonation. During my time in Taiwan, I found that the ideas of different temperament and 

microtonal intervallic differences was new to students. After a series of practices that focused on 

the different temperaments and how they affected thirds, we discussed the use of dissonance in 

seventh intervals and how these are used on the hugin. We found that the hugin in particular was 

able to respond to harmonic changes with expressive tone quality.  

The instruments of the huqin family that were used in Project Cadenzas include, from 

highest to lowest register, the jinghu, gaohu, erhu, and zhonghu (alto erhu). In our live recording, 

Huqin Lament Bass, each huqin instrument first enters for eight measures one after another, with 

an expressively sobbing long note. The harpsichord uses the ostinato bass, the erhu plays the 

third, and the gaohu performs the top voice. After each voice has joined together, the performers 

take turns improvising the melody. When melodies and rhythm build up to a climax, we then 

suddenly drop the volume and produce a pitch-less sound that resembles nature. These sounds 

were made by a technique that is not used in the traditional repertoire, for example, knocking the 

huqin body, sliding the finger over the string, and tapping the strings of the harpsichord directly 

with the hand. It is satisfying to improvise while hearing players trade the melody, taking turns 

playing the protagonist and supporting role, and making sounds that imitate nature and 

traditional poetic concepts.  

This collaboration provided us with several new ways of exploring the sound of our own 

instrument and proves that improvisation skills associated with Baroque performance practice 

 
58 As mentioned earlier, in equal temperament, the third interval beats around seven beats per second while in the 
Pythagorean system, the third beats around four beats per second.  
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can be applied to Chinese Classical music.59 I provided students with a lead sheet that contained 

the Baroque figured-bass bass (harmonic structure) of the pieces we worked on. This approach is 

similar to the use of lead sheets used by jazz musicians. The whole song is structured from the 

descending form of lament as mentioned, and it is laid out with structural plan with from 

harmony, melody, artistic conception (focusing on timbre changes), to rhythm.  

Choreographic improvisation refers to when we map out scales, tempo, and forms during 

the rehearsals for performances lead by experienced improvisers or by musicians composing 

together. For instance, in the performance of The Woods: Improvisation of Nose for Flute, Dizi, 

Erhu, Pipa, Harpsichord,60 choreographic improvisation was led by Hsian-Feng Lin and me, and 

the piece was then performed with students of the Graduate Institute of Ethnomusicology at the 

National Taiwan Normal University (see Figure 17). Students worked with me for one semester 

to develop impromptu abilities on their own musical instrument. Each student was asked to 

analyze two of their own choices of musical pieces, one best representing their traditional 

repertoire, and another selected from contemporary composition which would show a 

breakthrough of technique, skills, or expression. Through discussion, analysis, and practice of 

modulations and imitation, we developed mutual understanding regarding instrumentation and 

expression. The keys of A minor, E minor, D major, A major, and B-flat major keys were 

especially useful because of the register and mode. 

 

 

 
59 The musical recording, Huqin Lament Bass, can be listened to at YouTube music. 
https://youtu.be/ZYFAxEUUJuI  
60 The live recording, The Woods: Improvisation of Nose for Flute, Dizi, Erhu, Pipa, Harpsichord, is available 
online: Hsuan Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, an intercultural journey, 2020. YouTube Music.  
https://youtu.be/a5liKgZTqR0 
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Figure 17. Live Performance, The Woods: Improvisation of Nose for Flute, Dizi, Erhu, Pipa, 
Harpsichord, College of Liberal Arts, National Taiwan University 
 

 

 

Free improvisation requires advanced abilities in listening, performing, and composing. 

Two types of listening are needed, passive and active. Passive listening is for understanding (the 

passive conventional judgments of aesthetic preference), and active listening is for designing in 

one’s mind (the active and creative exploratory process). That is to say, free improvisation 

manages, organizes, and maps out what has been heard and what one anticipates will come, and 

at the same time effectively facilitates the expansion of personal horizons.  

I and my fellow performers engaged in free improvising during the performance of 

Enhancing Cycle of Five Element Wu Xing. The performance featured a collaboration with 

young composers of the Chinese Music Department of Tainan National University of the Arts 
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(TNNUA).61 These performers are also composers with great technical abilities who have 

achieved high levels of artistic excellence. Although at first these performers were not used to 

live improvisation, after several master classes and rehearsals led by Project Cadenzas, I found 

that tempering the intonation was not an issue for these musicians at TNNUA, and the 

collaboration was remarkably successful (see Figure 18). The work reflects the concept of the 

enchanting cycle within Chinese philosophy, and each movement concerns one of the five 

elements (metal, wood, water, fire, and earth).62 Professor Yun Lu titled the concert “The spark 

of Eastern and Western tradition” to emphasize the rare collaboration between harpsichord and 

Chinese Classical instrument. 63   

 
Figure 18. Concert of Spark of Eastern and Western Tradition 

 

 
61 These young composers are students of TNNUA, however, I prefer to call them composers than students. Some of 
these young composers already have successful achievements in their field on performance or composition.   
62 These five elements are also related to the five-note ancient Chinese scale as mentioned earlier. The number five 
figures in many aspects of Chinese culture: a five-note musical scale, five elements in Chinese philosophy, five 
internal organs (heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) of the body, and five flavors. For more information in 
Encyclopedia of Chinese Philosophy, (United Kingdom: Taylor & Francis, 2013), 786–87. 
63 The live video, “東西方傳統火花 Spark of Eastern and Western Tradition” is available online: Chinese Music 
Department, Tainan National University of The Arts, YouTube Video, 1:12:35, March 7, 2020, 
https://youtu.be/Fu2Ww_RUf0Q. 
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Cross-Cultural Composition  

The concert The Spark of Eastern and Western Tradition was organized, advised, and 

produced by Professor Yun Lu at TNNUA. Her outstanding award-winning works on traditional 

Chinese music have been very popular and are regularly performed by major Chinese orchestras 

in Taiwan and China. Growing up in a family of musicians and musical instrument collectors, 

she is well acquainted with the capability of each period instrument and their best expressions. 

Although she was not able to compose for Project Cadenzas this time, she guided her students, 

who produced seven original compositions for harpsichord and Chinese Classical instruments.  

Ultimately, there were eight composers and fourteen musicians with different instruments 

participating in the concert. Chinese Classical instruments included the huqin family: Jinghu, 

Gaohu, Erhu, and Zhonghu (alto erhu); zither family: yangqin and zheng; lute family: liuqin and 

pipa; and the matoqin from the bowed string family. This fantastic encounter resulted in three 

pieces that were later selected for the live music album of Project Cadenzas. These pieces were 

composed by Kai-Yu Chang, Yuan-Ping Wang, and Hsiao-Chiao Chen.  

In the Wood Blending for Erhu and Harpsichord, Kai-Yu Chang presents the concept of 

blending and fusion.64 The resonating tone color that represents the texture of wood by both 

harpsichord and erhu, while the imitation of Chinese opera in the middle section presents the 

fusion of Chinese and Western music.  

The Mountain Echoes and River Song by Yuan-Ping Wang is inspired by traditional 

repertoire of zheng, which uses traditional technique for symbolizing the sound of water.65 This 

piece creates a stunning musical pastiche, especially with the use of the matouqin. The matouqin, 

 
64 The music recording, Wood Blending for Erhu and Harpsichord by Kai-Yu Chang is available online: Hsuan 
Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, an intercultural journey, 2020. YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/sp_ombESSZ   
65 The music recording, Mountain Echoes And River Song by Yuan-Ping Wang, is available online: Hsuan Chang 
Kitano. Project Cadenzas, an intercultural journey, 2020. YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/wwTaQt3v72s  
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also known as morin khuur or horsehead fiddle, was developed from the huqin family in China 

and became a popular bowed stringed instrument in Mongolia around the twelfth century. The 

constant perfect fourth and fifth harmonies in Wang’s piece represent the mountain echoes and 

river sound. The tone quality of matouqin pleasantly surprised me. Like the huqin, the matouqin 

also naturally produce a sobbing and rubbing quality.66 Although the instrument revolution of 

using Chinese Classical instruments in the orchestra is not discussed in this paper, the use of 

matouqin has a potential development for future compositions.67   

I continue to advocate for the use of traditional period instruments in today’s Chinese 

Classical orchestras, as I believe these instruments have much to offer in such settings. As 

mentioned earlier (see, pg. 45, n. 50) I suggest that instead of a cello, we could use the Matouqin, 

a traditional bowed string instrument, to cover the bass registers within the orchestral texture. 

Although new instruments were developed, a fusion of the Chinese huqin family and the cello, 

called gehu and bei-gehu, around 1950 by the Chinese musician Yusen Yang. However, these 

were soon replaced by cello and double bass due to several reasons, such as the stability of 

tuning and resonance, which is not comparable with the cello. The attitude of acceptance of 

modern instruments in the Chinese Classical instrument has been widely discussed. For example, 

Ying-Su Chang, professor of Chinese Literature, in his article “Music, Literature, and 

Education,” Chang argues that people should have a broader attitude towards the globalization in 

music and asking, “Who decides that Western musical instruments cannot be part of Chinese 

national music?” (Chang 2015: 36–38)68  

 
66 Matouqin was played by Da-Wei Huang in the concert.  
67 The harmonic feature of perfect intervals and the standard tuning on B-flat and F reminds me of the nose flute, the 
aboriginal Taiwanese instrument mentioned earlier. I am looking forward for future project to combine matouqin 
and the nose flute. 
68 “我常覺得藝術的發展…需要有開放的心胸進行創作，學習民族樂器的人，不能只侷限在認識二胡…誰
規定西方樂器不能成為中國民族化音樂的一部分呢？” 
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My argument for using period instruments in a traditional orchestra is based on the 

balance of unadorned aesthetic tone quality. The modern cello does not produce the same natural 

sobbing and rubbing quality as those of huqin, instead, the rich resonance of cello is overly 

penetrated the sound quality of other Chinese Classical instrument in the orchestra. Although 

several attempts were made between 1957–1978 to improve the gehu and bei-gehu, these 

developments were not convincing enough to be accepted by most of the Chinese orchestras.69 

Thus, I would like to propose the following idea: why not trying to use a historical bass 

instrument, such as vielle, viol (viola da gamba), or Baroque cello? The light bowing and 

articulation, the unadorned tone quality, and aesthetic expression based on performance practice 

might provide a better fit in the Chinese Classical orchestra.  

A charming piece by Hsiao-Chiao Chen, Juggling for jinghu, pipa, harpsichord, chinese 

gong and drum, was featured on the album of Project Cadenzas.70 Juggling, as the name 

suggests, is playful, lively, and full of humor. It also refers to the composer’s exciting journey 

between Eastern and Western music. The use of the Chinese gong and drum, collectively called 

luogu, before the piece’s recapitulation was stunning.71 Lougu is a well-established custom 

derived from the identity, character, affection, and martial movements in Chinese opera and in 

traditional lion dance. It can also imitate the sounds of nature, such as lightning and water waves. 

The entrance of the luogu in this piece provides a vivid scene of the juggling and shows a 

potential possibility of future compositions using harpsichord and Chinese opera.  

 
69 Sheng Yue, 《中国乐器博物馆》, China: 时事出版社, 2005, 373 
70 The music recording, Juggling by Hsiao-Chiao Chen, is available online: Hsuan Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, 
an intercultural journey, 2020. YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/C8jNmOUtTPo 
71 The Chinese gong and drum were played by Chih-Er Liu, Cheng-Chun Hunag, An-Jia Chang, and Kuan-Hsien 
Ho.  
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The press feedback for the performances and the compositions indicate a possible future 

interest in creating such inter-cultural performance in the music education system, including the 

influence and potential research development of Project Cadenzas. One of the music critics in 

Taiwan, Tu-ting Wu remarked, “Image if musicians in Taiwan have more improvised ability as 

demonstrated in this record, will we be able to display a more notable character in the music of 

Taiwan and will it provide a new look to our music environment?...Project Cadenzas transforms 

the efforts and wisdom of the previous era, and then points to the exciting future.”72 Project 

Cadenzas shows that music serves a social function and can be a cultural ambassador by 

combining performance styles and encouraging new musical compositions based on cultural 

traditions and exchanges. Ultimately, our performances demonstrate that music can communicate 

ideas about shared experiences and practices and bring these new ideas to the audience.  

 

Interdisciplinary Performances: Baroque music and Taiwanese contemporary dance 

The interdisciplinary performances were inspired and produced during the field-research 

portion of Project Cadenzas when many artists and researchers showed great interests in 

collaborating jointly. These collaborative performances involving Taiwanese rap and 

contemporary dance and took place at and were hosted by the NTU Center for the Arts. Lecture-

recitals on music and mathematics and music and literatures were also co-hosted by professors at 

the National Taiwan University. 

For several years Sunny Yang, the founder and artistic director of Les Petites Choses 

Production, and I have discussed how to incorporate Baroque music into contemporary dance in 

 
72 Yu-Ting Wu’ review is published at one of the influential music magazine, MUSIK, he mentions “試想，如果台
灣音樂家們能夠擁有更多這張唱片裡「有所本的即興能力」，我們的演奏特質與環境是否也會有一個新的

面貌？” Yu-Ting Wu, “一段連接未來的華彩,” MUSKI Air, March 24, 2020,  https://muzikair.page.link/uGNG 
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Taiwan. Members of Yang’s group focus on contemporary expression of Taiwan. We were 

excited for the opportunity to put our discussions of the characteristics of the style, body posture, 

and performance experience into embodied practice. However, we found it difficult to agree 

upon what ‘Baroque and contemporary’ aesthetics meant, and we needed to find a balance idea 

about position and gesture that differed between the two eras. For example, we needed to decide 

if we should follow the tempo or not. 

Dancers had many different backgrounds and specialties, ranging from pop or street 

dance, traditional martial art style, to contemporary expression, and each responded to Baroque 

harpsichord music differently.73 After several meetings in which we analyzed phrase structure 

and explained rhythmic features, however, we discovered many significant challenge dancers 

faced in combining this musical knowledge with body movement and creating relevant 

choreography. Could we, perhaps, explore how different, but equally present music and dance 

through connecting and juxtaposing within the aesthetic framework of both old and new?   

Our work had a breakthrough when Chieh-ting Hsieh joined our project. Dr. Hsieh is an 

assistant professor of dance and music studies at the Arts and (Trans-)Mediality at the College of 

Communication, National Chengchi University. Focusing on integrating strands in cultural and 

historical relationships between music and dance, he opened up a new experience by explaining 

the stylistic elements and symbolistic features King Louis XVI and comparison of that with the 

traditional Easter egg dance from the sixteenth century and onward. During our exchange of 

aesthetic views between Taiwanese artists and the historical knowledge we have shared, we 

found ourselves surrounded by the question of “what is the contemporary?”, proposed by 

contemporary philosopher Giorgio Agamben (1942—). Professor Agamben explains that a 

 
73 Dancers who performed jointly with Project Cadenzas include members of Les Petites, Sunny Yang and Corn 
Huang; and Hunt Hsu, a former dancer from the Cloud Gate Dance Theatre.  
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contemporary person is, “An intelligent man can despise his time, while knowing that he 

nevertheless irrevocably belongs to it, that he cannot escape his own time.” He further defines 

that the Contemporariness is:  

a singular relationship with one's own time, which adheres to it and, at the same 
time, keep a distance from it. More precisely, it is that relationship with time that 
adheres to it through a disjunction and an anachronism. Those who coincide too 
well with the epoch, those who are perfectly tied to it in every respect, are not 
contemporaries, precisely because they do not manage to see it; they are not able 
to firmly hold their gaze on it. (Agamben 2009:41) 

 

We further proposed to use Agamben’s contemporary philosophy as a background for asking 

whether we can approach the question of contemporaneity in terms of a demand, which really be 

relevant today. For historical musical performance, what is the notion of contemporaneity that 

can be found from our ways of experiencing time and culture, and could it really arouse a 

synesthetic and mutual response for the audience? Thus, we named our performance—The 

Noble Savage. The conviction that we, musicians and artists, in the contemporary era, present 

ourselves in the form a demand, where we are challenged to prepare a transition from one 

historical era to the other (see Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19. The Noble Savage, Chieh-ting Hsieh (right), choreographer 
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We challenged ourselves to find an appropriate position between traditionalism and 

contemporaneity. We also questioned ourselves if our performance can be accepted by general 

public. Our goal of producing a research-based performance while appealing to the general 

public was achieved by the joining of a rap star, Shishr. I found similarities in the at both 

Baroque and rap custom, including regular phrase structure, strong down beats and upbeats, and 

the concept of “battle” in improvisation. Therefore, introduced by the NTU Center for the Arts, 

Shishr and me was hit it off. He was nominated in several pop music awards from his first album 

released in 2016. The rap music of Shishr reflects current Chinese hip-hop cultural and his lyric 

best describes the reality of Taiwanese social environment. The tempo and phrase structure of 

rap amazingly corresponded to Baroque music such as in the music of Les Indes galantes by 

Jean-Philippe Rameau (1863-1764). This result a performance that was packed and praised as 

“the most favorite performance of the year” by the NTU Center for the Arts (see Figure 20).74  

 

Figure 20. Performance, The Noble Savage, NTU Center for the Arts 

 

 
74 Fan-made music videos, The Noble Savage is available online: Hsuan Chang Kitano. Project Cadenzas, 2019. 
YouTube Music. https://youtu.be/joU1QuZKakw and https://youtu.be/e6r_-DdaWxo  
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Music and mathematics 

The difference between Pythagorean systems in Chinese and Western music (mentioned 

earlier in this paper) served as a topic for a lecture-recital and provided an in-depth discussion. 

The presentation focused specifically on the mathematical differences, how audiences hear these 

differences, and why understanding the different temperaments matters. The lecture recital, 

Decoding the Temperament, was collaborated with Chun-Hsiung Hsia, Professor of the 

Mathematics, and Chien-chang Yang, Associate Professor in the Musicology at the National 

Taiwan University, and performance of harpsichord and piano by me (see Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21. Decoding the Temperament, National Taiwan University 

 

 

As mentioned, the various traditional Chinese temperaments were taught aurally, and 

their descriptions were described in ancient Chinese literature. The music theory that was 
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recorded in the literature presents a poetic and artistic concept that causes ambiguous and 

inconclusive for interpreting the system. Our attempted solution of using a Western staff system 

also cannot precisely record the microtone and harmonic series. Thus, our lecture-recital opened 

with presentation on music, in which musicology professor Chien-chang Yang described how 

music in ancient China was treated as one of the liberal arts associated with arithmetic theory. 

Later, Professor Hsia from the Mathematics department illustrated how musical sound can be 

captured aurally using synchronization and eigenfunction theory, and I made offered a 

comparative performance of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier on both harpsichord and piano (see 

Figure 22). The lecture brought a heated discussion afterwards regarding future collaborations 

with musical performance, musicology, and mathematics.  

 

Figure 22. Demonstrating different temperament on harpsichord and piano 
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Music and literature 

Over the course of this project, Ya-Shih Liu, assistant professor in the Department of 

Foreign Languages and Literatures at the National Taiwan University, and I uncovered a similar 

use of motivic references in the improvisatory music of Mozart and the story of Le Morte 

d’Arthur, a literary story from the fifteenth century that was compiled over a long period of time. 

We showcased our findings in a lecture-recital titled “Literature and Music: the motive in the Le 

Morte d'Arthur and Mozart’s Cadenzas.” In eighteenth-century classical music, there were a rich 

impromptu style and schematic plans. Like storytellers and writers, performers improvised the 

music plot in the framework. Interestingly, as I have shown in my dissertation, Aristotle's three-

segment literary-rhetorical theory and Freytag's pyramid theory can be skillfully applied to the 

cadenzas of Classical music. This does not mean, however, that all such cadenzas follow this 

pattern. For example, the motivic references and thematic development in second movement of 

Mozart’s piano concerti differ from those of the first and third movements and do not follow the 

schematic plan I analyzed (Kitano 2018:282-340). Although thematic elements are in unison 

with the work’s overall character, they are scattered in fragments and not able to be explained 

using schema.   

As identified by Professor Liu, a similar phenomenon of seemingly scattered motivic 

elements occurs in Le Morte d’Arthur. Therefore, using Le Morte d’Arthur, as an example, 

Professor Ya-Shih Liu echoed my discussion on the motivic use for the second movement 

concerti in Mozart’s cadenzas.75 For example, in the story of Le Morte d’Arthur, there are sudden 

quests and adventures, sometimes fantastic, which are explained under the concept of cavalier 

adventure. Although the motivation seems to be an impromptu adventure in nature scenes, these 

 
75 Ya-Shih Liu worked from the following edition: Thomas Malory and Helen Cooper, Le morte Darthur: the 
Winchester manuscript (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
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quests are in fact within the main axis of the character of warriors. Through a discussion of 

motif, we analyzed the mystery for the audience, ultimately combining the literary story and into 

a single performance.  

 

Figure 23. Literature and music: the motive in the Le Morte d'Arthur and Mozart’s cadenzas 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

These successful collaborations prove that Project Cadenzas directly communicates and 

creates music across genres through a diverse musical vocabulary. These performances bring 

together the richness of both historical Western musical culture with that of traditional 

Taiwanese culture in a creative and innovative way. Project Cadenzas offers new perspectives 

for viewing the artistic riches of the participating cultural traditions and builds for future 
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intercultural exchange and collaborative projects based on modern relevance, entrepreneurship, 

and future trends.76 

Taiwan, with its social status and location, offers a potential leading role in the 

interdisciplinary and intercultural performance fields. Professor Yuh-wen Wang, Associate 

Professor of the Graduate Institute of Musicology of NTU, explained during her speech at one of 

the concerts that “this kind of cross-border music, or fusion style, is actually highly anticipated in 

this highly globalized era of the world in which there is regular deep interaction of various 

cultures. Taiwan was deeply influenced by multiple influences of Chinese, European, American, 

and Japanese cultures and has the advantage of continuing to explore in this respect.”77 As I have 

shown, improvisational skills, in particular, are highly implemented in musical cultural. Thus, I 

wonder, can those of us in the academic fields of historical research and performance work 

together to have a new look toward a musical education system that embodies a future trend?  

Throughout the research period, the musicians and I constantly questioned ourselves, 

asking, “does our work really show our respect to the cultural traditions, or are we trapping 

ourselves in an avant-garde, experimental music?” Within Taiwan, already there have been 

several attempts to draw audience attention, including performances that combined Nanguan 

music, the traditional Chinese music, by Xinxin Wang and French Baroque music from the 

sixteenth century, as directed by Denis Raisin Dadre and his musicians of Doulce Mémoire. 

Their first performance in 2019 in Taiwan was based on a very short collaboration. The 

 
76 Information on the performances can be viewed at website of Project Cadenzas. http://www.cadenzas.org  
77 “這樣的跨界音樂，或是 Fusion風格，其實現在在國際上的高度全球化的時代，各種文化平凡深入的互
動，正是備受矚目的這個時代。台灣剛好深受漢文化、歐美文化、日本文化的多重影響、具有這方面探究

的優勢、在探討跨界、跨文化經驗、後殖民主義思潮方面、佔有一定的有利基礎。”Professor Yuh-wen 
Wang’s introduction is available online: “臺灣大學文學院跨領域大鍵琴華彩音樂會 「Project Cadenzas」介紹 
”, 2019. YouTube Video. https://youtu.be/DO_JoLcKuHQ   
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performance aroused several critics who debated the purpose of an intercultural creation: is this 

collaboration for fame or for the sake of artistic creation?  

I first began asking such questions after auditing a course on Nanguan music taught by 

Professor Chui-kuan Lu at the Graduate Institute of Ethnomusicology, NTNU. Professor Chiu-

kuan Lu pointed out that “artistry” is everything that matters for musical collaboration. He 

explains that Nanguan music itself is a completed art form and is unique, inseparable, and an 

indispensable unity with the cultural in Taiwan.78 As he explained, any reckless attempts to 

disintegrate this music will destroy artistic integrity. The small size of a chamber music 

ensemble makes it suitable for historical performance and research. For successful performances, 

however, both parties and professionals in their own field need to spend energy and devote time 

for communication, rehearsals, and research. The experimental music created by Project 

Cadenzas shows how a project with reliable funding has the possibility of building and 

sustaining meaningful collaborations that encourage understanding among participants.  

There are many topics worthy of further investigation, discussion and collaboration. For 

example, I would like to explore how Baroque improvisation methods compare with those from 

traditional Chinese music—especially aboriginal music—which are taught aurally. Another area 

to consider further is that of copyright, which first gained my attention during my research 

concerning improvisation and the dapu tradition.  

I would like to give my appreciation to the copyright lawyer in Taiwan, Zhong Wei Hu, 

and Professor Nazareth A. Pantaloni at the IU Copyright Program, who both provided legal 

advice during research. As they point out, copyright practices in Taiwan and in the U.S. differ 

significantly. Improvisation itself is a tricky subject, and the copyright law in Taiwan, which 

 
78 It became especially important in Taiwanese culture following the international political transformation that 
protected traditional art around 1970. 
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values moral rights, made it more difficult to protect the real creation of the work. Both lawyers 

suggest that musical collaboration works best when everyone involved feels comfortable. They 

also note that a written agreement detailing the potential use of the work and roles of each 

participant involved in each work is essential. Although the gesture of signing an agreement 

might cause discomfort in different situation and cultural, such an agreement with explanations 

shows an indispensable respect to each participating artist.  
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